Longfield Hall now
Priorities for the Hall’s community & culture
The Hall’s unique atmosphere should be
preserved, and the building looked after. It should
be updated, but not start to feel too slick and
commercial.
Community - both current and future, as the
building must serve all those in need locally
- should be the Hall’s declared focus, and the
guiding principle in decisions about the future.
Costs for hirers should be kept fair, affordable and
competitive.

Clearer information about when the Hall is
available for use, eg. through an online timetable,
would be helpful.

Priorities for the building
Making clearer circulation routes. This would
mean different users would no longer disturb
each other and spaces could be hired more often.
Making the building more accessible for disabled
people and a range of other users, with an
accessible loo and a lift.

Upper Hall

A more spacious lobby with a clear reception or
welcome point.
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Making the Hall look more open and friendly
to the wider world, welcoming people in. This
includes better signage.

A better dressing room which is separate
from circulation routes.
Making the Upper Hall more presentable. Better
lighting and a coat of paint would make a real
difference.

More and better WC facilities.
Lower Hall
Facilities for The Nest such as more storage
space, access to a staff toilet, and a better
cloakroom.
A waiting area for parents when collecting
children from classes, or for users in general to
use before and after classes and workshops.
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The existing building

Longfield Hall

Consultation to date

Progress

Longfield Hall is a longstanding
community asset, loved and valued
by many. However, if changes are not
made - to both the building and the
way in which it is run - it risks being
lost to its community.

Initial feedback to develop the
proposals was gathered via
community workshops in late 2015
and early 2016. Interviews were held
with regular hirers, and users and local
residents completed surveys.

Since 2015, Longfield Hall Trust has
worked with architects and consultants
to explore the best way to adapt the
Hall and secure its future.

We’ve analysed what you have told
us at each stage, making sure that
we understand the priorities both for
current users and hirers, and for those
keen to use the Hall in future.

We’ve worked to develop design ideas
that respond to the community’s
priorities, and explored different ways
in which the many good ideas that
people have shared with us might be
accommodated alongside each other
within the building.
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The Current Proposals

New lift providing access
to all three levels of
Longfield Hall

Community Room for
dressing, waiting, classes
and meetings, in the
space currently used as
an office.

Office in current
Dressing Room space
New WC

Upper Hall
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Accessible WC
at entrance level

New Entrance Lobby
in former Coal store
including Reception and
Waiting area.

Forecourt including
planter with new tree,
and external seating.

Lower Hall

Extension to The Nest
including a new kitchen
and multi-purpose
classroom space

Storage space in the
Lower Hall.
Storage area for refuse
and recycling bins.

Graded path for buggies
and wheelchairs
Cycle storage with
additional gate
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The approved plans

Refurbishment plans

What are the proposals?

What is the timeline?

Longfield Hall Trust have been
developing the proposals to improve
the Hall for current and future users,
and seeking funding to pay for this
work.

The proposals focus on improving the
accessibility of the existing building.
A shared entrance will provide level
access from the pavement to the new
entrance on the Burton Road side of
the building.

Planning and Listed Building Consent
Applications were given permission by
Lambeth Council in Summer 2018.

Before these improvements can take
place Planning and Listed Building
Consent Applications need to be
submitted to Lambeth Council.

In the location of the existing Coal
Store there will be an Entrance Hall
with a clear welcome point, and a new
lift that will serve all floors.
An extension The Nest playground will
provide additional classroom space.
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Building works are planned to start in
Spring 2020 and to be completed by
late Summer 2020.

Proposed Plans
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Lower level plan

Views
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Views

2 Entrance Lobby
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Views

3 The Nest Garden Room
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3 The Nest Garden Room
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